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Abstract. An algebraical system < At; +; @ >, in which ‘almost each’ k-valued logical 
function (k-composite integer) had representation in the form of polynomial in modulo k, 
is presented. 
The study of a number of classes of parallel discrete dynamical systems (PDDS) as a 
new environment for mathematical modelling [l-2] is closely linked with investigation 
of so-called local transition functions R(n)(~r,x2. .. , xn) which present itself k-valued 
logical functions. For the rest, a local transition function R(“I (xl, 22 . . . , xn) in alphabet 
Ak = (0, 1,2,. . . , k - 1) is any mapping R(“) : A; + Ak. Among different approaches 
to investigation of such local functions the theoretical method take special place. The 
method essentially used the alphabet Ak(k-prime) since the local function R(“I in this 
alphabet can be presented in the form of polynomial in modulo k of maximal degree 
n(k - 1) over field A K, and vice versa. In the case of composite integer k far from each 
local function in alphabet Ak can be presented in the polynomial form, namely: For each 
alphabet Ak (k-composite integer) the quota(g) of local functions R(“I in the alphabet 
Ak, which are presented in the form of polynomial in modulo k, satisfy the following 
correlations [2] 
1 k” (;)k”-4” 2 g 5 (,) -(k-2)” 
Thus, for composite integers k ‘almost all’ local functions in alphabet & cannot be 
presented in the form of polynomial in modulo k for enough large integers n and/or k. 
In connection with the above, in the book [2] we formulated the following interesting 
problem: It is possible to define the algebraical system, which permit the polynomial 
representation of local functions Rcn) in alphabet Ak (k-composite integer), like of the 
case of prime k. Various algebraical systems have been proposed to answer this question 
[2]. We present now an algebraical system, in which ‘almost all’ local functions Rtn) in 
alphabet Ak (k-composite integer) has polynomial representation [3]. 
We define the algebraical system in the following way. Let & = (0, 1,2, . . . , k - 1) (k- 
composite integer) be an arbitrary set of integers. On the set Ak the usual operation (+) 
of addition in modulo k is defined. At the same time, on the set & the binary operation 
of @ -multiplication is introduced in conformity with the following table 
63 :o 1 234 5 . (k - 1) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . 
1 :o 1 234 5 (k - 1) 
2 :o 2 345 6 . . . . . 1 
3 :o 3 456 7 1 2 (1) 
4 :o 4 567 8 12 3 
5 :o 5 678 9 123 4 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
(k - 1) :0 (k-l) ; 2 3 (k-2) 
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It can be easily seen that operation of @ -multiplication on the set Ak\{O} form the 
@ finite cyclic group A, of degree (k - 1). I n view of our above suppositions the following 
general result can be formulated [3]. 
THEOREM. There exists an algebraical system < Ak; +; @ > in which ‘almost each’ 
local function R(“) in the alphabet Ak (k-composite integer) can be unequivocally pre- 
sented in the form of polynomial P@(n) (mod k), where: 
(l)(+) is operation of addition in modulo k; 
(Z)(B) is operation of @-multiplication which is determined by the table (1); 
(3)polynomia.l Pm (TI) = x:1;’ ci @ zFil @ zii3 8.. . @ sfEim (mod k) contains no binomi- 
dS of the form Pd @ c?$ -i- Bd @ s$-~-‘(O 5 d;j 2 k - 1; ~~=, dij 2 1; pi, ci E Ak; Pd + 
Bd=k;Pd,Bd> l;Z~=Zj@Zj@'zj"'@Zj; j=l,...,n;i=l,...,kn-l;d= 
1 , . . . > [(k - WI ) 
This theorem plays a very important role in investigations of dynamical properties of 
the PDDS in the case of alphabet Ak (k-composite integer). With help of the theorem 
a series of interesting results in the theory of homogeneous structures was obtained [3]. 
Furthermore, the theorem gives comfortable analytical representtion of k-valued logical 
functions in the case of commposite integer k. For example, even simple logical function 
such as 
0, ifx=o 
R~‘l(z) = 2 ifx=l 9 
1, otherwise 
in alphabet A6 cannot be presented in the above-mentioned polynomial form. Whereas in 
the algebraical system < Ak; +; @ > this logical function has representation Ril’(z) = 
Pb(l) = z2 + x3 (mod 6). F or comparison, the above function R, (l)(x) in alphabet A5 
has representation Ri’) (x) = 4(x + x2 + x3) (mod 5). The logical function 
( 
0, ifx=O or x+1 
@‘l(x) = 3 ifx=l , 
x + 1, otherwise 
cannot be presented in polynomial form in alphabet AG. In turn, in the algebraical 
system < Ag; +; @ > and in alphabet As 
it has representations R, ‘l’(x) = P$l) = x+2@x2+3@x3 ( mod 6) and R$l) (x) = 
x2 + 3(x + 2s + x”) ( mod 5), accordingly. To our knowledge the above theorem is the 
best of its kind. The created for PC ISKRA 226 program package in BASIC-langauge 
[4] allow both to automate the process of representation of arbitrary k-valued logical 
function in polynomial form Pa(n) (mod k) and to execute the necessary basic opera- 
tions over polynomials Pm (rz) in the algebraical system < Ak; +; @ >. This package is 
available for computer systems ranging from the IBM PC, Apple, . . . through the popular 
superminnis, . . . and finally through the mainframes and some of the supercomputers. 
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